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Greg Hunt, Agent
Carbon Resources, LLC
16577 Columbine Lane
Cedaredge, Colorado I 1 41 3

Subject: Deficient Permit Application. Carbon Resources LLC. Kinney #2 Mine, C/007i0047.

Task ID #3779. Outeoine {ile

Dear Mr. Hunt:

The Division has reviewed your application to operate a coal mine facility at the Kinney
No. 2 mine site in Scofield, Utah.

The Division has determined that there are deficiencies that must be addressed before a

determination can be made that the requirements of the R645 Coal Mining Rules have been met

and an approval can be granted. Those deficiencies are listed as an attachment to this letter.

Each deficiency identifies its author by that author's initials in parentheses; such that

your staff can directly communicate with that individual should any questions arise relative to the

preparation of Carbon Resource's response to that particular deficiency.

Priscilla Burton [PB]
James Owen |JCOI
April Abate tAAl
Steve Christensen [SC]
Joe Helfrich [JCH]

In order to complete a timely and efficient review of your application please highlight
all text changes in red-line strike-out and include a reference to the chapter and page or map,

exhibit, etcetera where the changes are located. These references are tlpically included in the

cover letter with the application.

1594 West North Temple, Suite 1210, PO Box 14580t, Salt Lake City, UT 841l4 -5801

telephone (801) 538-5340 . facsimile (801) 359-3940 . TTY (801) 538-7458 : www-ognt.fiah.gov



Page 2

Greg Hunt
}{:ay 2,2017

During the review of your application the review team noted that there were

inconsistencies in the table of contents, conflicting statements in the text, and tlpographical

errors in several chapters of the application. Some of these may not have been included in the

following list of deficiencies; therefore, it is important that you thoroughly review your

application - including all changes made in response to these deficiencies - for any such

inconsistencies before resubmitting the document to the Division.

please respond to these deficiencies as soon as possible such that we may efficiently

process your application.

Sincerely,

/;\ r--rifl \ f )-JJ---in r
fujnoA*J-
Daron R. Haddock
Coal Program Manager

DRH/JCH/sqs
Attachment
cc: Price Field Office
O : \007047.KNZ\WG3 77 9\Latest round defi ciency letter' doc



Deficiency List
Task ID #3779

KinneY #2 Mine

The members of the review team include the following individuals:

Priscilla Burton-[PB]
April Abate-[AA]
Steve Christensen- [SC]
Joe Helftich- [JCH]
James Owen-lJCOl

ADMIN

R64S-301-1IZ, The Application needs to inclucle a copy of the proof of current registrationwith

the Utah Departmrrt iy Commerce ancl a reference in the narrative noting its location, (Chapter

I page l-g). This deficiency was previously noted. ucHl

R64 j-301-IIZ,Z00, Accorcling to the information received by the Division, when trying to

Contact Carbon Resources in Sanclia Park New Mexico, the phone number had been

disconnectecl. The application needs to include current coffect information. FCHI

R64S-j00-141, 30I-114.100, The reviewer is referred to pages 1-IB and l-19, R645 i}l-
114.t00, (Documentation of Ownership). They include legal descriptions of the Fee surface and

Leased surface boundaries. Page I-20 includes a legal description of the of the permit

bounclary. The text on pages l-ia and I-19 of the application include a reference to lease area

andpermit areaboundary maps II and 12. However themaps arenot to a scale of 1":1A00'

that clearly show the boundaiiu, of the lease and permit areas in order to verify the legal

description as previously notecl in consultation with the applicant- IJCH]

R64S-301-121.200, The disturbecl area boundary is noted in the legends of Maps 13 and 14' The

entire bounclary needs to be accurately and clearly shown on Maps I 3 and 14 as depicted in the

correspondinglegends. IJCH]

R645-300-132; R645-301-113, The entity ID numbers for carbon Resources, LLC, Western

Reserve Coal Company, Inc. and WRCC, LLC. were located in the confidential file- This

information notecl on pages I-lIand I-I I is not confidential and needs to be included in the

application. IJCH]

SONS

R645-301-731.300 and R645-301-536.320, Section 528.320 states that the maxirnum time th'e

temporary waste pile will remain on the surface is two years. Section 51 5 -300 of the MHP states

that during periods of temporary cessation lasting 30 days or more, one cornpositewaste sample

will be drawn from the temporary waste pile. The document does not indicate what parameters



will be analyzed. Please indicate a list of parameters to be analyzed and indicate that one
composite sample will be takenfor every 5,000 Tons in the pile. [PB]

BIOLOGY

R645-301-333, Additional consultation in March of 2011 with the applicant, FWS, DWR and
DOGM changed the complexion of the raptor nest protection commitments to a monitoring and
mitigation plan with appropriate revisions to the text in chapter three. Paragraph 2 on page 3-
4Ib will need to be revised to include the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining as a consulting
agency and a commitment to obtain approvalfrom DOGMfor any mitigation plans that may be

required as a result of the consultation. IJCH]

The application will also need to include the approval from the USFFVS for the proposed
deterrents for nest # 1541. IJCH]

R645-301-333, The proposed mining activities are located in a watershed that contributes water
to the upper Colorado River. Within that section of the river arefour endangeredfish species,

the Colorado pike Minnow, Razorback Sucker, Humpbacked Chub and Bonytail. Page 3-59 of
the application needs to be revised to include the figare of 66 acre feet per year, (personal
conversation with Greg Hunt 1/5/201I), based on the water rights allotted to Carbon Resources.
The figure will then be used by the Division and FWS to determine potential adverse effects to

the referenced species and to complete the consultation process with the FWS. This is a DOGM
obligation. UCHI

R645-301-333, Chapter 3, Section R645-301.330, Page 3-56, Paragraph I needs to include the
names of the individual(s) and the data collected during the baseline field surveys used to
determine that there were no jurtsdictional wetlands located within the proposed disturbed area.
In the latest response the applicant has indicated that "CR has made additional commitments in
this submittal to conduct additional wildlife studies to respond to the Division's concerns". The

applicant's response needs to include a reference to the appropriate chapter and page of the
application that address the Division's deficiency,ies). UCHI

R645-301, Page 4.3-5 pnrngraph n'vo should be deleted as it makes reference to the "Barn
Canyon air ventilation shaft " The applicant has noted that the paragraph has been deleted.
However the applicant's response needs to include a reference to the appropriate chapter and
page of the application that address the Division's deficiency,ies). FCHI

LAND USE

R645-301-411, The text of the "Waterslted Zone all of map except as shown below" in the
legislated zones and legend needs to be revised asfollows: Watershed Zone all of map except as

shown in the legislated zones, Land Designations and legend. UCHI

R645-301-411, The Land Use information is included in chapter 4 and onmilp #4 (Regional
Land Use) of the application. The proposed disturbed area includes two zoning classffications



for thg Proposed disturbed area, Scofield Commercial and Carbon County Mountain Range. A
portion of the area is a reclaimed abandoned mine site and the remaining portion is an
undisturbed grass, sltrub aspen community both of which are used primarilyfor wildtife, grazing
and outdoor recreation according to the text on page 4-9. These current land uses are included
in the Commercial and Mountain Range zones but are components of Watershed zone. However
the applicant has stated that "There il.re no planned facilities associated with the Kinney #2
Mine within the WS zone". The application needs to include a rationale in the narrative that
clearly explains and clarifies this information much better than what has been presented to date.

IJCHJ

R645-301-412, -301-413, -301-414, Chapter 4, Section R645-301-412.100, Page 4-18,
Paragraph I needs to be revised to state that "The post mining land usefor the reclaimed area is
wildlife, grazing and recrefltion". The terms Mountain Range, Watershed and Commercial are
classifications established by Carbon County and the Scofietd Town for zoning purposes
described in chapter 4 on page 4-4. UCHI Try again; you were given the answer.

ENGINEERING

R645-301-528.320, The applicant must change the text in the paragraph on page 5-70 that states
that the "coal processing waste storage pile is shown as No.7 on rnap 13". It should be "No.JB".
Also, Map I3 should be corrected to includeifo. -38 depicted in the correct location, the No.l8
that is incorrectly labeled must be removed, and the surface facilities list must provide the
correct description of No.sB. IJCOJ

HYDROLOGY

R645.724.100 and.200, Table 7 should be updated to include water quality parameter sampling
for all groundwater monitoring wells in the monitoring well network and ephemeral drainages
within the permit area. tAAl

Division Response: The applicant committed to sampling all wells containing a static water
Ievel where it wasfeasible to sample. However, according to Table 7 provided on page 7-16, all
monitoring well data indicate that they will be gauged for water level only. No changes were
made to indicate that all wells will be tested for water quality parameters (? ?)

Table 7 outlines the operational water monitoring programfor the mine. The table only depicts
column headers for "water level", "flow", "water quality" and "water presence"
rneflsurements. FIow is only one component of the required suite offield parameters which also
include at minimum: pH, specific conductivity corrected to 25 deg C, flo* or depth to water
meLsurements. These parameters should all be consolidated under a "Field measurements"
column instead offlow or water level. Furthermore, it would be clearer in the table to label the
column "Laboratory Anallttical Parameters" instead of "Water Quality" sincefietd and
laboratory measurements can all befall under the label of "Water Quality". The Division sees
no point in a separate columnfor "Water Presence", wltich pertains to the ephemeral channels.
Each of these ephemeral channels are included in the table and it is understood they will be



ftronitored for the presence of water on il quarterly basis like all the other sample points. While

it is helpful to clarify water sampling points that were initially mislabeled, Table 7 is probably
not the appropriate place to include a series offootnotes on what data points were mislabeled in
the early stages of the data gathering process. Goingforward as the mine becomes operational,
all sample nomenclature will be well established and this may confuse future readers af this
document. Please make the necessilry corrections to Table 7 - Operational Water Monitoring
PIan ure needed to insure that the information presented is clear and concise.

R645.724,100 and .200, As a result of CR-06-03-ABV being decommissioned, only six months
worth of baseline data were collected fro* this well. If extraction of the Hiawatha seam is
expected to make its way eastward right up to fault that delineates the western side of the Eagle
Canyon graben, then the Permittee must provide a commitment to install a replacement well in
order to measure any possible negative fficts that adjacent mining would have on the
groundwater found within Eagle Canyon Graben. tAAl

Division Response: The applicant has committed to providing an in-mine well to measure the
water quality within Eagle Canyon as mining extends eastward towards the western boundary of
the western boundary fault. The MRP was updated on page 7-16 to show this commitment. This
well is to pierce the gouge zone af the fault and will be equipped with a dffirential pressure
gauge and valve to monitor water levels and water quality parflmeters. During the Division's
meeting with Carbon Resources, the Division requested thnt a schematic drawing of this
proposed in-mine well be provided. This was not provided in the most recent round of review of
the application. Please provide a well schematic diagram. Furthermore, this well shoald be
added to the operational water monitoring plan.

R645.724.100 and.200, Eagle Springs I, Eagle Springs IA, Eagle Spring 2, Eagle Spring 3 are
Iocated within the permit bottndary, and should be added to the operational water monitoring
plan. tAAl

Division Response: More information has come to light in this latest round of review which
indicates that Eagle Springs 1, Eagle Springs IA, Eagle Spring 2, Eagle Spring 3 were only
monitored initially when the Spring and Seep Survey of the areawas conducted in 2006 by Rock
Logic Consulting, LLC. These springs were initially shown to have "estimAted" tlows of less

than 0.5 gallons per minute. Since tlte survey was completed in 2006, these springs have not
been monitored despite thefact that they are within the limits of the permit boundary.
Additionalbuseline data of Eugle Springs 1, Eagle Springs 1A, Eagle Spring 2, Eagle Spring
3 aII within the permit urea is still needed and would be considered critical to monitor und
charscterize fur baseline, such that flny negutive impacts from coal mining can be evalusted.

R645.724.100 and .200, Monitoring of Aspen Spring began in June 2008 and then resumed in
June 2010. The data presented indicates thatflow was "not measured or at a trickle". Several
dates on the analytical data table were listed but no information was given. Field parameter
data were given despite flow measurements not being recorded. How can field parameter data
be collected if no water is flowing? If dates are given with no information, the table should note



that the spring wAS monitored but not flowing. Please clarify this information and update the
analytical tables accordingly. It is important to note that even if a sample location is dry and not

flowing, it is still imperative that it be recorded as data collected. For example, Eagle Spring
has been monitored consistently since 2005 yet according to Table 6, it appefirs that data
collection is sporadic because only dates when water quality data were available are shown.

tAA]

Division Response: The applicant was asked to clarify the monitoring data pertaining to Aspen
Spring since it was not clear how analytical parameters could be collected but flow data was
not. The applicant addressed this deficiency by indicating that this location is actually a pond
otherwise referred to as "Eagle Pond I " And that the springfeeds a small pond presumablyfrom
the bottom where it is not possible to measure aflow. The applicant has indicated that since
Aspen Spring is located in the same general region as the cluster of Eagle Springs l, 1A, 2 and
3, that it can be the spring that is "representative" af all the springs. Theproblem is that since
it has come to light that Aspen Spring is actually a pond, a representative spring sample cannot
be obtained without a flow measurement. Furthermore, Eagle Pond I, aka Aspen Spring would
now be considered surface water sampling point and not a groundwater sampling point and any
laboratory analytical measurements would not accurately characterize a sample collected from a
pond versus a groundwater sample from a spring that would more accurately retlect
groundwater geochemistry. To addfurther to the coffision, during this round of review where
the applicant contends that Aspen Spring is also referred to as "Eagle Pond 1". However there
is no reference in the 2006 Spring and Seep Surttey to Eagle Pond I. The closest
characterization of Aspen Spring in the 2006 report is Eagle Spring 2. Therefore, it is unclear
exactly which of the springs and seeps identified in the survey is definitively Aspen Spring. Since
Aspen Spring is a pond, it cannot be considered the representative spring and will need to be
removedfrom the plun as such. If this potrd is conftrmed to be tied to the surfuce water right
in the &ren (see deticiency #5 to follow) then it will require some type of water level monitoring
protocol to ensure tltat there is no water loss to this water right.

R645-301.731.800, Surface water right information needs to be expanded upon to address the
surface water rights within the permit boundaries. The application needs to be updated to
include updates to Map 3 I explaining the " See Note I " comment next to water right number 9l -
3JBB. Additional information about the status and nature of the two individual water rights is
needed on page 7-53 of the application. tAAl

Division Response: The applicant contends in their deficiency guidance document that the
surface water right identffied within their proposed permit area is Aspen Spring and is one in the
same with the surface water right #9I -4026 located at the bottom of Eagle Canyon. However
there is no explanation Qing this water right to Aspen Spring explained anywhere in the MRP.
Infact, on page 7-58, the water right is characterized as a stoclauater right on ai unnamed
spring with no mention of an associated pond. The information on the water right taken directly

.fro* the Utah Division of Water Rights database included in Exhibit I 3 indicates that water
right #91-4026 is an unnamed spring usedfor stochuatering. The original adjudication map
does show the water right as a spring with an associated pond, but again there is no discussion
that definitively concludes that this water right is Aspen Spring, other than what has been



discussed in the deficiency guidance document prepared by the applicant. Please stute in the
MRP which surface water sampling point is associated with saffice water right No. 91-4026.

R645-731.500, Sludge materials that end up in the sediment pond are cotnbinatians of
underground development waste and non-coal waste as defined in the regulations under R645-
100-200 and R645-301-528.331, -542.741 and -747.100. Non-coal wastes include, but are not
limited to, grease, lubricants, paints, flammable liquids, garbage, abandoned mining machinery,
Iumber and other combustible materials generated during mining and reclamation activities.
Non-coalwaste streams are not iln acceptedform of waste allowed to be discharged into
underground mine worhings as per R645-731.5I I & 512. It is recommended that this sentence
be removed and language associuted with the upplicunt's intent to haul sediment pond sludge
offiite be inserted. tAAl

Division Response: The applicant indicated in their deficiency response document that no non-
coal waste materials would be disposed of in abandoned underground worhings. However, the
correctiorl was not made to the language in the MRP stated on page 7-I 14 pertaining to sludge
materials "fro* the sediment pond being disposed of in abandoned underground workings.
Please remove language in the MRP stating that non-coal waste materials will be disposed of in
underground workings.

R645-301-120, The Permittee must delete the Monitoring Well discussion on pages 7-12 thru 7-
14. The previous technical analysis directed the Permittee to address thevarious water level
reading discrepancies. Itwas the intent of the Division to simply have thewell datarevisedto
accurately reflect the characterization of the groundwater system. An explanation of the errors
and confusion is not required informationfor an approved Mining and Reclamation Plan (MRP).

ISC]

R645-301-724.100, The Permittee must provide additional baseline data to characterize the
springs and seeps located within the permit boundary $pectfically Eagle Springs I, lA, 2, 3 and
Aspen Spring). The previous two technical analyses (#2989 and #3646) identified baseline
deficiencies relative to the Eagle Springs. In addition, the previous technical analysis (Task ID
#3646) identified a deficiency relative to the baseline data collection of Aspen Spring. The
Permittee wils asked to provide documentation as to how these resources were characterized (i.e.
provide thefrequency/dates of monitoring visits and associated data). In response, the Permtttee
has indicated that the water monitoring data obtained at Angle Spring (2005 and 2006)
combinedwith the data collected at Aspen Spring (aka Eagle Pond I in 2008 and 2010) provides
the baseline data necessary to characterize the nature of these springs/seeps (t.e. Angle Spring,
Eagle Springs I, IA, 2 and 3) as they all dischargefrom thefault systemwithin the Eagle
Canyon Graben. However; noflow data has been obtained-fro* Aspen Spring. The Permittee
indicates on page 7-31 that "it has never been possible to measuretlow".fro* Aspen Spring. In
addition, Eagle Springs l, IA, 2 and 3 have not been monitored. In the absence of the baseline
spring data, the Division is unable to make afinding that the springs/seeps and associated
groundwater have been adequately characterized. tSCl



R645-301-724,100, The Permittee must address a statement on page 7-l L The Permittee states

that Aspen Spring is "named Eagle Pond I in the Spring and Seep Survey". The Seep and
Spring Survey in Exhibit 9 does not appear to identify nor discuss Eagle Pond I or Aspen Spring.

tSC]

R645-301-724.100, The Permittee must address whyfield data in Figure 17, Field Datafor
Eagle Spring (aka Miller Spring), Sulfur Spring, Aspen Spring and Res-I has beenremovedfro*
the application. The previous application's Figure I7 containedflow, conductivity and pHfield
measurements for these hydrologic resources. The application curcently under review does not
appear to include this information. tSCl

R645-301-724.100, The Permittee must address statements on pages 7-21, 7-135 that refer to
Figure 17, Field Data as containingfield datafor monitoringwells. Figure I7 contains

information for Mud Creek, Miller Outlet and Angle Spring only. tSCl

R645-301-724.100, The Permittee must revise the data providedfo, CR A6-02 in Exhibit 10,

Surface and Ground Water Field Measurements. Based upon the monitoring well completion

diagram in Exhibit I I, Monitoring Well Completion Details, all depths are medsuredfrom the

ground surface elevation of 8,336.7'. The diagramfor CR 06-02 shows a depth to the top of the

screen as 422.7'. 8,336.7'- 422.7':7,914'. However, the data in Exhibit l0 shows the top of
the screen to be 7,894.0'. tSCl

R645-301-724.100, The Permittee must revise the I't sentence of paragraph three in Exhibit 20.

In discussing the ephemeral drainages within the permit and adjacent aret, the Permittee states,
"The reason these drainages were excluded_fro* the baseline monitoring suite is simply because

flowing water never observed in any of them during the baseline monitoring period." The

application has been revised to document 2I field visits whereflow was not observed in the 7
ephemeral drainages discussed in Exhibit 20 (See Exhibit I0 and Figure l7). The recordedfield
observations constitute baseline monitoring of these drainages. Additionally, the Permittee

should revise the last paragrnph of page B of Exhibit 20 to reflect the number of site visits (21

visits, not 22) documented in Figure 17 and Exhibit 10. [SC]

R645-301-725, The Permittee must address the baseline data deficiencies outlined previously in

order for the Division to assess the probable cumulative hydrologic impacts from the proposed
operation on ground and surface water systems. tSCl

R645-301-728, In order to accurately assess the PHC Determination provided in the

application, the Permittee must first address the baseline data deficiencies outlined in the

Baseline Information section. Per R645-301-728, "The PHC determination will be based on

baseline hydrologic, geologic and other information collectedfor the permit application". Once

the baseline deficiencies have been addressed, the Division will be able fo assess the probable
hydrologic consequences associated with the proposed mining activity. [SC]

R645-301-527.123, -527.200, -534.300, -742.323 and -742,423.7, The Permittee must provide
the detailed design informationfor the two post-mining land use roads. Upon review of the



application, it does not appear that the required design information for the post mining land use

roads depicted on Maps 29 and 29A is provided. It appears the application only provides the
design information/discussionfor primary roads PI through P7 in section R645-301-527. It is
noted that diversion ditches UDD-I and UDD-2 (directly adjacent to eastern most post-mining
land use road) have been sizedfor the 1}}-year, 6-hour event as requiredfor a permanent
diversion. Road profiles are providedfor roads PI through PT on Maps 20-22. It does not
appeilr that a road profile has been generatedfor the post-mining land use roads. Additionally,
frny permanent diversions that may be constructed would need to be designed to adequately
handle the runoff generated from a 11}-year, 6-hour rainfall event. tSCl

R645-301-731.210, The Permitteefirst address the deficiencies relative to groundwater baseline
data before the Division can make a finding that the proposed operational phase groundwater
monitoring plan meets the requirements of the State of Utah R645-Coal Mining Rules. Per
R645-301-731.211, the groundwater-monitoring plan must be based upon the PHC
determination as well as all baseline hydrologic and geologic information. [SC]

R645-301- 531, -742.300, -760, The Permittee must revise the 4th parftgraph on page 7-126. The

application indicates that ditch DE-Z is a component of the interim drainage control. However;
Mop 29 does not depict DE-2 as pnrt of the interim drainage control. It appears that the text
incorrectly references ditch DE-2 rather than ditch DE-4. tSCl

BONDING

R645-301-800, The applicant must demonstrate compliance with all of the regulations
pertaining to bonding at such a time as bond calculation and reclamation cost estimates can be

evaluated based on the details within an approved permit application. All direct and indirect
reclamation costs must be included for proper bond calculation. The Division will evaluate the

bonding requirements after technical issues with the permit application have been addressed.

IJCo]

ALUWAL VALLEY FLOORS

R645-302-320, According to the information in the application section 3.2.1.2-I "Facilities
Area Vegetation Map contain resource values consistent with the AVF criteria. See page 7.0-5
of the first submittal. The applicant agreed to delete this statement from the text during the
cleficiency response meetings held at the Division's ffice in Salt Lake on February I4'h and 2ld
2011. UCHI

R645-302-320, In an "E" mo,il to the Division dated I2/21/2010 the applicant has stated that
"Vegetation species in the area adjacent to the permit area west of highway 96 (as stated in the

original application) include species consistentwith AVF's", yet the text in Chapter 9, Page 9-
10, Paragraph 3 states that "Althoughno species identification has been conducted on the 8.69
acres. It is evident from casual observation that grasses make up the predominant vegetative
cotnmunity". The applicant agreed to delete this statementfrom the text during the deficiency
response meetings held at the Division's ffice in Salt Lake on February I4'h and 22od 201I; it is



still in the application. The applicant's response also indicated that "a commitment had been
added to chapter 3, page 3-68 stating Patrick Collins (Mount Nebo Scientific) will conduct a
vegetationfield study during the 20I1field season". There is no commitment in Chapter 3, page
3-68. UCHI

R645-302-320, Page 9-5, the bulleted topics are not included in nor do they appear to be a part
of R64 5 - I 00 as stated in the bold text on the lower portion of the page. The edited text is
incorrect UCHJ

O : \00704 7.KNZ\WG3 779\Latest round defi ciencv letter. doc


